
PP # 1 2
date 03/08/2017 18/08/2017

theme aircraft weather
vocabulary IP 625 04/08 - Keyword for the preflight IP 654 09/10 - CW Clouds, winds and more 
listening comprehension Vero Beach tower Ogden (Utah) ATIS
reading comprehension The Connexion - border delays at Paris airports metoffice.gov.uk
general English grammar - present perfect grammar - prepositions at/to 
wordgame word pyramid anagram

PP # 3 4
date 08/09/2017 22/09/2017

theme airports severe weather
vocabulary IP 634 01/09 - Airport pattern severe weather
listening comprehension airport shutdowns You Tube video - anatomy of a hurricane
reading comprehension two humorous posts wikipedia.com - Georges Guynemer
general English grammar - there, their, and they're grammar - how
wordgame IP 721 04/16 - CW Airports WS severe weather

PP # 5 6
date 06/10/2017 27/10/2017

theme engines in-flight landmarks
vocabulary IP 647 02/10 - Piston engines + You Tube video IP 629 08/08 - In-flight landmarks
listening comprehension IP 726 09/16 - Engine out part 1 pilotworkshop.com - UP 
reading comprehension IP 662 05/11 - Faster, higher, further + You Tube video dictionary.com - typoglycemia
general English dictionary.com - pangrams grammar - 's: possession or contraction
wordgame IP 694 01/14 - WS Engines and systems CW In-flight landmarks

PP # 7 8
date 10/11/2017 24/11/2017

theme aircraft types taxiing
vocabulary APV - aircraft types 1 et 2; p. 12-15 + diagram IP 701 08/14 - Visual landing charts
listening comprehension IP 661 04/11 - Numbers and letters IP 698 05/14 - Taxiing around an airport … 
reading comprehension Wikipedia.com - autogyro The Connexion - aircraft almost took off from taxiway
general English dictionary.com - riddle bbc.co.uk - how quickly can you learn English
wordgame IP 728 11/16 - CW Things that fly dictionary.com - daily CW puzzle
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